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Students as w ell as a re a
business m em bers
oppose zoning proposal
By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer

Allendale's zoning proposal
has crea te d c o n tro v e rs y
am ong the com m unity of
Allendale and Grand Valley
State University.
Phil Brummel, Allendale
building
and
zon in g
administrator, said that the
stu d en ts do not en tirely
understand the proposal and
what it does.
Brummel said the proposal
affects District R4, which is
bordered by Rich St. on the
north, 40th Ave. on the east,
Pierce St. on the south and
56th Ave. on the west. The
proposal would:
•restrict new construction
for group housing
•declare a domicile as offlimits to group housing once
it has been occupied by a

family
According to Brummel, the
term "family" is described by
Allendaleas "relatedbyblood
or bond."
The reason for the zoning
proposal
stem s
from
complaints from Allendale
residents about noise and
litter, Brummel said in a
previous interview.
Jamie Ryder, vice president
of the p olitical action
com m ittee of the Student
Senate, said , "S tu d en ts
understand the different
hours in which the people of
Allendale stay up at night
(compared to) those of the
students, but we are worried
about a housing monopoly
the proposal would create."
If the zoning proposal is
passed, Ryder said that high
rental rate s and lim ited
amountof choices would cost
the students even more in
living expenses.

Some local Allendale business
people also oppose the proposal.
"The students are a top notch
bunch of folks," Roger Sikma,
owner of Pearline Manor in
Allendale, said. He added that
many students assist him at
Pearline Manor, a home for the
elderly and handicapped.
Don Bush, ow ner of The
A p p etizer
re sta u ra n t in
Allendale, is against the pro
posal due to the discriminatory
regulation against GVSU stu
dents.
Richard Hanke, director of
housing at Grand Valley, said
th at GVSU and A llendale
should work together to resolve
what problems may be present,
not to p ass ad d ition al
ordinances.
A closed meeting between the
zoning officers ofAllendalewith
select students and staff of
GVSU will meet Dec. 15 to
discuss possible options to the
zoning proposal.

Student group advocates
alternative shopping plans
By Janet Meana

Staff Writer

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ADAM CARROU.

Paul Mitchell hair care products offer a "cruelty-free" pledge to
their customers.

What do Gillette, L'oreal and
Procter & Gamble have in com
mon?
All three still use animals in
product testing.
Students for Animal Aware
ness, a campus organization,
held a cruelty-free shopping
workshop Nov. 20 to inform
students about the use of
animals in product testing.
Using animals in product
safety testing is not required by
law; over 375 companies don't
test on animals, according to
People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals(PETA), a national
animal rights group.
Instead, they use known-safe
ingredients, cell cultures,
hum an skin patch tests,
com puters and other non
animal tests.
PETA publishes a cruelty-free
shopping guide, the Caring
C onsum er, w hich lists the
companies that don't test on
animals.
"Cruelty-free shopping can be
difficult and more expensive.

PHOTO BY ERIK HOLLADAY

Bryan Adams belts out his popular tunes at the Nov. 22
concert in the Field House Arena atGVSU. Alsoshowung
was Mr. Big. Story and more pictures, p. 8
The best selection is usually
found through mail order, al
though more and more can be
found in retail stores," said
Michelle Fehr, of Students for
Animal Awareness.
Not all cruelty-free products
say "no animal testing" on the
label, so a cruelty-free shopping
guide is necessary. Locally, the
best selections can be found at
P at's H ealth C orner in
Grandville and Harvest Health
Inc. in Grand Rapids.
"We have quite a few people
come in looking for cruelty-free
p ro d u cts," said Kris Van
Bronkhorst, an employee at
Pat's Health Comer and a stu
dent at Grand Valley.

A few cruelty-free products
can also be found in grocery
stores. Sparkle glass cleaner,
Murphy's household cleaner
and Earth Rite products are all
cruelty-free and are usually
easy to find.
Cosmetics and soaps aren't
the only products to use ani
mals in testing.
General Motors still uses
live animals in crash tests and
are the only car company in
the world to do so, according
to PETA. Other car compa
nies use on-site investigations
and com p u ter-con trolled
mannequins.
"Animal tests are cruel and
often unreliable. If animals
Please see FREE, p. 2
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Eberhard
to All
students giving up on M-45

PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL

More students are opting to use the G&M coaches that run between Allendale and Grand Rapids as
methods of transportation.
lot occasionally cause a prob
"Studentsare finding it easier
lem around late afternoon.
By Mel Cronenwett
to find a parking spot at the
News Editor
"There is a full demand on
downtown lot and ride the bus
our lot after 4 p.m.," said Me
into Allendale," said Mehler.
In order to solve parking
hler. "And sometimes the
The route runs between the
spots are taken by students
problems and save gas and
Allendale campus and Mon
money, more students than
who are still in Allendale."
roe St. downtown and takes
ever have been riding the
Mehler expects the ridership
about 30 minutes one way.
commuter bus that runs be
totals to continue to increase
Stops are scheduled at Lake
tween Allendale and Grand
as winter approaches and
Michigan Dr. & Mr. Fables,
Rapids.
brings adverse driving condi
Lake Michigan Dr. & Valley St.
A ccord in g to Eberhard
tions.
and the Eberhard Center.
Center facility manager Dick
He added that students take
Grand Valley has a rental
Mehler, a total of 7,121 pas
agreement for the bus service
sengers rode the bus in Octo
with G&M Coaches, located
ber, a 27 percentincreaseover
on Lake Michigan Dr.
last year's October total of
Students, faculty and staff
5,615 and a nine percent in
may ride the bus for free if they
crease over the total in Sep
present a valid university
tember.
identificationcard. Otherwise,

The September total of 6,528
passengers was itself a 20
percent increase over last
year's total of 5,454.

it costs $1.
Since most of the classes at
Eberhard are night classes, stu
dents parking at the downtown

Eberhard C enter/A llendale Bus P assengers
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N ew parking lot
plan n ed for fall '93
By Lori Gruntman

Familiar with this?
11:45 a.m. Turn onto campus.
Drive through parking lot C—
no spaces. No luck in parking
lots F and G.
11:58 a.m. Park car in a ser
vice space on the other side of
campus.
12:05 p.m. Make it to class
late, worry aboutgettinga ticket.
Some parking problems and
traffic congestion may be allevi
ated by a new parking lot that is
expected to be ready for use by
fall 1993.
Efforts on the new lot will be
gin this summer, said Terry Sack,
assistant vice president of Cam
pus Operations and Planning.
The lot will cost over $1 mil
lion and the money will come
from the transportation fee for
the next five years.
The new lot will accommo
date 500 to 550 cars and will
probably be exclusively for
the time spent on the bus to
study or socialize.
The westbound run at 7:15
a.m. from Grand Rapids to
Allendalecontinues to be the
fullest run, with an average
of 33 passengers per day.
The 10:10p.m. run from
Eberhard . that
w as
scheduled for fall semester
will be discontinued in the
winter semester due to lack
of interest.

Overnight campus
parking regulated

The following is a reminder from the Department of Tublic
Safety Services regarding overnight parking regulations on
campus.
Please refer to Section 2.10 Resident Parking of the Campus
Traffic and Parking Ordinance for specific details.
Item A states: "No overnight parking in Lots C, F, G, H, J,J< &
L except with the permission of the director of Public Safety.
Parking between the hours of 3 a .m. and 7a.m. shall be considered
overnight parking."
Item B states: "Parking overnight in Lots B, D & E (Resident's
Lots) shall require a "reserved" resident permit or a temporary
permit issued by the Department of Public Safety."
During snow removal, any vehicle found to be in violation of

CD
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Month
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the ordinance will be subject to
impound.
Any questions should be re
ferred to the Department of
Public Safety at 895-3255.
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com m uter parking because
there is no need for more re
served parking, Sack said.
After completing several
studies concerning parking on
Allendale's campus, Grand
Valley officials discovered
that a new lot is necessary.
"There's just no more room
for growth— if there is any
more growth in the future, we
will run out of spaces," Sack
said.
The new parking lot will be
located across from Kirkhof
Center and will be connected
to the existing lot and West
Campus Drive, Sack stated.
The transportation fee also
covers costs for the most re
cent lot (across from CookDewitt Center), which was
added in fall 1991 also to
accommodate growth.
/FR EE, from p. 1 ----—-------- ~\
are so much like humans as
to make test results valid
for humans, then animals
are too much like humans
to be subject to such tests,"
says Fehr.
The European Commu
nity agreed Nov. 3,1992 to
ban anim al testing for
cosmetics in five years. The
ban, which will take effect
Jan. 1, 1998, was agreed to
by health and consumer af
fairs ministers of the 12 EC
states.
The United States isa long
way from such a ban, but
consum ers can let their
money speak for them,
stated Fehr.

They can buy products
from only those companies i
that don't test on animals.
They can also write to the
companies that do use am
malsintestingand tell them
show they feel.

A D W S^TA G E
RENTACAR

W e Rent To: 18 &
o ld e r w ith c re d it ca rd

CARS & VANS
Special Weekend Rates
G rand Rapids
3795 28tb S W
(6 1 6 )5 3 2 -9 1 0 0

G rand Haven
424 S. Beechtroc
(6 1 6 )8 4 2 -9 1 0 0

Nite Club
Series

Deadline l_is I\_____l-----<Tik
December 7th, 1992 at noon

rv___

This contest is open to all GVSU students and staff.
Turn in your best b/w 5*7 or 8X10 photographs to
The Lanthom (basement of Kirkhof Center). Direct
entries to the photo editor.

THE JUDGES.
David Rathbun
Bob Burns
Erik Hoiladay
Conlssl Sporaorad by

First Place ... $50"
Second P la c e ... $30*
Third P la c e ... $20*
* (gif! oortlAcoto to Comoro Contor)

N»l'V «•/*

Top three plua
three honorable
mentioni will be
printed in issue #14

of The L a n th o m .

LO W PRICES & C O N V E N IE N T LO C A TIO N S I
NEW I Custom color photo processing
at 28th Street store.
• 1533 W ealthy •51 Monroe Mall •3150 Plainfield •
2883 S. W ilson, Grmndvllle •2035 28th Street S E •
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Exam Ww
Reliever

H olland
176 Colum bia
(616) 394-4800

9pm Thurs. D ec.
P ro m en ad e D eck,
Kirkhof

S p o t l i g h t N e x t t h o w : aJ u n i t a r y
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Campus community responds
to President Lubbers'
comments on university change
By M el Cronenwett
News Editor

Former Sarajevo university president
describes war as conflict between two concepts

President

The following quotes are
taken from in terview re
sponses to the speech President
Lubbers gave on Nov. 11.
"Lubbers continues to con
vey the same vision for the
university, one of growth and
change. It's not easy for most
of us to think of change; we
want to maintain the status
quo.
But for some of us, for ex
ample in nursing, it is exciting
to think of an opportunity to
become more independent and
perhaps more similar to other
programs across the nation."
Linda Bond
Acting Director of the School
of Health Sciences
"First of all, the bottom of
the reorganization issue is:
W hat is the nature of the
university? Do we continue to
attempt to integrate liberal and
professional education?"
David Rathbun,
Chair of University Cur
riculum Committee
"l am excited, but also ap
proach reorganization with
guarded optimism.
I am hoping that any reorga
nization will enhance the in
ternal reputation of criminal
ustice; I am satisfied with the
outside reputation criminal
ustice has and I am hoping
that reorganization will bring
the same recognition inter
nally."
Jonathan White
Director of the School of So
cial Work
"Two things were impor
tant. First of all, Lubber's
reaction to the cam pus
com m unities
view s
on
reorganization of structure and
second, addressing issues of
gender and race.
I think that these two things
will affect the fabric of the uni
versity; it will be important to
all of us who work and study
iere."
Jean Enright
Executive Assistant to the

"It was important in what
Lubbers charged the faculty
concerning sexual harassment
and women's climate. It's obvi
ous why these things are impor
ta n t"
William Bell
Chair of the Executive Com
mittee of the University Aca
demic Senate
"The President made a very
strong statement about justice
and I think that this is a very
important concept to share with
the campus community, because
it is im p o rtan t for the
community to hear it.
That concept of justice and
post-graduate placement are the
two most striking things that he
discussed."
Bart Merkle
Dean of Students
"The president spoke of pri
orities: the internationalization
of the university in particular. It
is a necessary thing for the uni
versity to (nave international
programs). Although we are
doing well, we need an empha
sis for us to do more.
Our placement offices also do
a good job, but the president is
talking about making our stu
dents distinguished in today's
w orld."
Glenn Niemeyer
Provost
"One of the important things
Lubber's spoke or is the interna
tionalization of the curriculum.
Integrating different cultures
and philosophies in class can
only improve things."
Lien VanPopering
Student Senate President
"I am pleased that the Presi
dent mentioned the future of
the Center for Philanthropy and
Nonprofit Leadership and gave
recognition to the nonprofit
sector.
I am excited that Grand Val
ley is leading the initiative in
that area."
Eleanor French
Director of the School of Pub
lic Administration

Dr. Matic speaks at the Nov. 25 lucheon held in his honor.
the Sarajevo University pro
fessors have real friends at
Grand Valley State University.
Thank you for your condo
lences
concerning the Cal vary
What follows is the address
of
my
country, Bosnia and
given by Dr. Bozidar Matic at a
Herzegovina.
luncheon in his honor on Nov.
I know that it is very difficult
25. Dr. Matic visited Grand
to understand for you as for
Valley State University, and his
eigners all that has happened.
son, Petar Malic, who is a stu
Even inside of the citizens
dent at Grand Valley, from Nov.
of this unhappy country,
24-29.
many different truths and ex
In 1981, Dr. Matic, who
planations exist.
recieved a doctorate in science
The different ethnic groups
and technology in 1971, became
in Bosnia and Herzegovina are
the president of the University of
mixed in such a way that the
Sarajevo. During his four years
metaphor "tiger skin" or better
there, Grand Valley set up its
"leopard skin" is a very good
exchange program with the Uni
explanation.
versity.
But we have to imagine that
In 1986, Dr. Matic also re
this 'leopard skin" has at least
ceived a honorary doctorate from
three main colors and more
Grand Valley State University.
than 15 others.
In this same year, Dr. Matic
The unnatural social system,
began his four years as Federal
as a result of the communist
Minister of Science anATechnolideology after its breakdown,
ogy in the then Yugoslavia.
made an inheritance of the
From 1989 to now, Dr. Matic
terrible mess inside the system
served as thechairman ofthe board
of
value.
of directors for Energoinvest, a
The inverted value system
company exporting to 34 coun
resulted in deep nationalism
tries world-wide, specializing in
in the heads of all republics,
industrial as well as oil and gas
especially in the Serbian gov
technology, including electrical
ernment.
energy equipment, technological
They made the common life
processes, and computer and
in Yugoslavia, as a common
control equipment.
house of six republics, impos
sible.
Four of the six republics
This occasion shows me that
By Jennifer L. W igger
Assistant Editor

wanted to leave that common
house. But the Serbian na
tionalists wanted to add all
territories where even any
number of Serbs lived.
They used force to achieve
that goal and we have the war.
This war is not an ethnical
or religious war but this is
aggression of Serbia towards
Croatia and Bosnia and Her
zegovina. The aggressors
seized all of the former Yugo
slav Army's weapons for this
aggression.
In this moment we ha ve two
options in collision:
1- an ethnic concept of soci
ety where ethnic groups are
the basis of the society, and
2- a citizen concept where
the individual is the basis of
the society.
The official government
Bosnia and H erzegovina
fights for the citizen option,
where all ethnic groups are
considered equal.
1 can show you proof. This
is my Bosnia and Herzegovina
p a ssp o rt, where all the
eth n ical languages and
alphabets are represented.
In closing, 1 would like to
stress that many Bosnian
Serbs are participating in the
A rm y
of Bosnia
and
Herzegovina.
Please, help us in forming a
public opinion of the truth.

Children earn shopping trip with help of fraternities
By Richard Evans
Staff Writer
_____________________________

Ottawa County.
The role of the fraternities is to

from the Headstart program
Christmas shopping with the

Ottawa County businesses and
residents. With themoneyraised,

help of two Grand Valley State
University fraternities.
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Delta
Sigma Phi fraternities have
pooled their time and talents to
benefit children, ages 3 to 11,
from low-income homes in East

the children will be able to buy
Christinas gifts for their parents.
The children, with help from
the fraternity members, raked
and b agged leaves at the
Headstart office in Lamont on
Oct. 28 and 31.

Spring Break Skiing
W inter P ark , Colorado
March 6-11, 1993

$762 p.p./quad occ.
(rates based on availability)

Includes air from Grand Rapids, 5 nts accommodations, r/t transfers,
4 day lift ticket, taxes and insurance. Other Spring Break destinations
available. For reservations and information, call gMHA6E fRAVEL &
J ours at 957- 1000.
T T T T T T*
PW M r T T
-* J i l j J JS A l l i- V -'-'
' r r r . ..
***

lidn't w? n t » just give
^ em m oney,
sf ld ,
DeBoer from Allendale's Love
Inc. "W ew antedtogivethem a
sense of responsibility and
making them do work was one

way to do this."
On Dec. 5, these children will
be given $20 each to purchase
S ^ s a , ,he T arge. ^ o , e in
Jemson. TheTargetCor^rabon
has volunteered to provide these

children with store discounts
and free gift-wrapping.
For more information about
p r o -a m , call Vicki DeBoer at
895-5683.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUSTIN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Anv nurse who just wants a job can
find one But if you’re a nurs

ith vour level of experience As
an Armv officer. you'll command the

ing studenr who wants to he in

respect vou deserve And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits onlv the Armv can offer a $5000

the Armv Nurse Corps Vni'll he treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you’ll be well in com

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of vour life Call 1-800-1 SA ARNO

A R M Y NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

P age 4

T h e L an th o rn
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Conference cites discussion as solution to racial probiems
By Loti Gruntman
Staff Writer
"I have a dream."
These im m ortal w ords
spoken by Martin Luther King
m any y ears ago are still
associated with the continuing
fight for racial equality.
An important effort in the
directionof equality was made
on Nov. 21 by Grand Valley
students in SOC 382: Minority
and Ethnic Affairs.
Under the supervisionofDr.
N ad er Izzat Said, o f the
sociology departm ent, the
students arranged a one-day
conference entitled, "Minority
and Ethnics Relations: Grand
Rapids and the World."
Dr. Said feels that racism is
not talked about enough.
"For us to receive peace and
h arm o n y , w e need to
understand the perspective
and p oint of view of
minorities... students need to

talk—
there
is
a
m isunderstanding between
white students and minority
students," he stated. "Change
is possible."
H ow ? Said feels that a
combination of understanding
and equality is the key to
change.
Keynote speaker Dr. Douglas
D avidson, a race relations
expert from Western Michigan
U n iv ersity , entitled
his
discussion "African Americans
and the Presidential Elections,"
speaking
on
his
own
e xp erien ces w ith racism ,
segregation and desegregation
in schools, and finally African
Americans and politics.
Said stated that the objectives
for die conference were to "get
students involved in organizing
activities that are relevant to
their lives... by incorporating
active learning, research and
presentation."
Other objectives included

familiarizing students with the
community they live in and
the multicultural aspectsof the
U.S., to provide a comparative
p ersp ective
on
ethnic
relations, and to promotelocal
community/GVSU relations.
P articip atin g
in
the
conference were some of Dr.
Said'sstudents, Dr. Davidson,
Dennis R osado, a W M U
doctoral student, and Sigridur
Ethorsdottir, a member of
Iceland's Women's Party.
Over 250 people attended
the event, including Grand
Valley stu d en ts, facu lty,
com m unity
m em bers,
members of the NAACP, Red
Cross, and Native American
Tribal Affairs.
"Notmanyevents[atGrand
Valley] attract 250 people,"
Said commented.
The conference consisted of
four
sessions,
w hich
incorporated discussions of
areas in relation to minorities,

P H O T O BY D A N IRVING

Dr. Douglas Davidson of the Western Michigan University Dept, of
Sociology speaks to GVSU students at the Ethnic Relations seminar
laast Saturday in Manitou Hall.
such as: education, health,
em ploym ent, homelessness,
adoption, and A ffirm ative
Action.

Said commented that future
projects such as this one might
include issues such as sexism
and homophobia.

John Ball attempts to save endangered wolf
By Janet Meana
Staff Writer
Imagine being one of the last
2,000 people on earth; that is
only a little more than one sixth
ofthestudentsattendingGrand
Valley this fall.
John Ball Zoo is keeping and
studying a pair of m aned
wolves, an endangered species
w ith an estim ated 2,0 0 0

members left in the wild, said
K aren K ing, d irecto r of
volunteer services at John Ball
Zoo.
It is difficult to estimate how
many maned wolves are left in
the wild because they are such
a secretive animal, said King.
The maned wolf looks more
like a red fox than a wolf and
is native to Paraguay,
Argentina and Brazil. It has

DRAWINC BY SEAN LYNN

shaggy red fur,
extraordinarily
long legs for its
body size and a
black mane that
runs down the
nape of its neck.
John Ball Zoo is
a member of the
American
Association of
Zoological Parks
and Aquariums
and participates
in its Species
Survival
Program.
The SSP was
established
to
insure a viable
gene pool for
s e l e c t e d
endangered
species. Captive
breeding strategies
and
long-term
planning
are

attempted to save some animals
from becoming extinct.
C urrently
ab ou t
23
volunteers at John Ball Zoo are
working with zoo keepers in a
controlled study for the SSP.
They are observing breeding
behaviors in a pair of maned
wolves.
Not much is known about
the maned wolf because it is a
solitary and mainly nocturnal
anim al. The data that is
collected from the observations
is tabulated by Norah Fletchall,
the assistant director of John
Ball Zoo and sent to the SSP,
King said.
"By learning more about the
needs of the maned wolves in
captivity," King said, "we can
help them in the wild."
There are two simultaneous
parts to the behavioral
observations,
and a person
is needed for
each part.
The wolves
are reunited
each morning
after being
separated for
the night, and
are watched
for the first
hour that they
are together.
In the first

part, each animal's behavior is
recorded at 30 second intervals.
This part of the observations is
looking for different types of
behavior, such as: social vs.
so litary ,
statio n ary
vs.
locomotive, active vs. inactive
and eating or drinking.
The second part is looking
for behavioral events. There
are 31 different types of events
that the observer watches for,
including sniffing, urinating,
growling, defecating, following
and mounting. Each event is
recorded in sync with the what
the first observer is recording.
The observations began Oct.
12 and will continue until midDecember, or until it is decided
that the female is pregnant,
King said.
Last year, the female maned
wolf gave birth to four pups

but ate them a day later.
"W e aren't sure why she did
it," King said, "but it is a
com m on occurrence among
some species."
If she does give birth again
this year it will be up to the SSP
to decide how the pups will be
managed, King said.
"It is possible thatone or more
pups will be pulled and hand
raised," King said, but added
that they would rather no t ha ve
the pups imprint on humans.
They would rather have them
learn normal behaviors and
species interaction from their
mother.
John Ball Zoo has four
endangered species that are
involved in the SSP. They are
the snow leopard, Siberian
tiger, ruffed lemur and the
maned wolf.

Concert security
works behind the scenes
By Andrew Paris
Staff Writer

For most people, the Bryan Adams concert held in the Field House Arena on
Nov. 22 began when Mr. Big hit the stage, but for the campus police the night
began much earlier.
The preparations began days ahead of time as security arrangements were
made for the safety and well being of the performers as well as the crowd.
Hours before the concert, patrols began on the roadways and in the arena area.
Heavy traffic and possible accidents are a major concern outside the arena, while
the safety of the performers is a concern inside.
With the large amount of people packed into a small area, the likelihood of
accidents and injuries was increased much like that of the roadways.
"Our job is to get people in and out as safely as we can while avoiding any
problems," said Chief A1 Wygant.
During the performance the patrolling continued. As one officer said, "We're
not here to spoil anybody7s fun. W e're just here to prevent some from getting out
of control and ruining the fun for others."
According to the police, the night went relatively smooth due to the cooperation
of the crowd and the preparation of the security personnel.

235- 2605

135 E Fulton Mon/ Sat 11-10 + Sun 2 7

G rand Valley Apartments:
rebuttal from m anager

R eader says ethnic
organizations a t
G rand Valley open
to everyone
D ear Editor:
I cannot believe the ignorance of som e of the students on
this cam pus! After reading the latest "L etter to the E d itor,"
I w as and still am quite infuriated and frustrated with the
ignorance level of this school.
G roups such as the Black Student Union and the Latino
Student Union are open to all people, not just A fricanA m ericans and Latinos!
Sitting tow ards the back of the room , I felt aw kw ard being
red-headed and fair-skinned; everyone else was a brunette.
But sharing the same interests and concerns, I soon felt like
I belonged to the group.
Yes, 1 am a member of the Latino Student Union, and no,
I 'm not even close to being Latino, but it doesn't m atter. I
am interested in the betterm ent of opportunities and overall
student aw areness for all m inorities. Race, sex, creed,
religion, age, and ethnic group have nothing to do with
joining a m inority support group.
Carol Glover stated it would be interesting to have a
Caucasian support group. W hat do C aucasians need support
for? Society already favors Caucasians, so why would they
need help in opportunities? It's time for people to stop
living in the Dark Ages, and wake up and smell the tacos!
Most sincerely,
Kris Varga

Whot is it tike to
b e a minority
a t GVSU?

Latino Student Union.
Viva La Raza,
Fred Rodriguez

GV Apartment letter skews facts
By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer
In my Sept. 30 article, "Life
near GVSU: too much money,
too little apartment, " I dis
cussed apartment complexes
around GVSU and their defi
ciency in providing adequate
services or accommodations.
My main focus in that ar
ticle was the high rental rates
and low amount of services; it
is now December and the situ
ation has remained the same.
While Grand
Valley
Apartment's rebuttal to my
claims is appreciated, it does
not give a dear and realistic
picture of the apartment prob
lem dilemma.
David Fordon, complex
manager for Grand Valley
, ' Apartments, wrote, "If you
were to take our rental rates
for the school year plus the
small amount we receive in
the summer and divide by 12,
you will find that this com
pares very favorably with the
traditional standard apart
ments in the Grand Rapids
area."

The fact is that the price of
rent is still high no matter how
high or low their earnings are
in the summer months.
Grand Valley Apartments
does have additional services
such as security services and
benefits such as the location of
thecomplex. Iadmitthefirstis
admirable, but the second is a
business strategy and over
used as an excuse for the out
rageous cost
The reply from Fordon also
referred to an article that was
printed in the Grand Rapids
Press that stated the apart
ments were plush and offered
more than typical student
housing. That article ran on
Aug. 22, 1985. Numerous
students and seven years have
depleted the amount of
"plushness" that the apart
ments once radiated.
1 don't intend to be a cynic
who is only negative in his
writing, but 1 have not yet
reached the age when I cannot
see the dilapidated conditions
of the apartments and hear the
voices through the thin walls.
You decide Grand Valley.
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Senorita Glover:
1 am so glad you published your opinion in the
Lanthorn because this gives me the opportunity to
explain to you the need for an organization like the
Latino Student Union and what it is like to be a
M exican m inority at the University, with which 1 set
forth:
1. W h e n a stu d e n to fa llcu ltu re sw a n ts to w riteon
a thesis or study a subject written in Spanish do we
have equal representation of books in the cam pus
library? NO! (C aucasians do.)
2. When a student of all cultures wants to learn
about Hispanic history, their culture, their values,
and upbringing of their children, is there a class on
cam pus that teaches this? NO! (C aucasians do.)
I can go on and on, Senorita G lover, but it seem s to
me you got my point. We will never be represented
equally in this society but with an organization that
Brando Lucano established gives us the opportunity to teach our children and our children's chil
dren that the Hispanic culture will be taught to
students of all cultures with the support of the
Hispanic students and with an organization like the

Dear Chris:
W e would like to take issue with your article discussing your
feeling that the rates for students housing at Grand Valley Uni
versity are too high for the product provided. I think it is
interesting that your comment about investing at $2,000 per share
of shock and that each student must buy four shares indicates that
you must be to a certain degree aware of the high cost of student
housing.
To really do your readers a service, you should spend
some time discussing the facts and figures as to not only construc
tion of student housing but also the operation of student housing.
Also keep in mind that the income for these apartments is almost
totally derived from the nine month school year, as opposed to
traditional apartments that can spread their income evenly over
twelve months. If you were to take the our rental rates from the
school year plus the small amount we receive in the summer and
divideby 12,you willfind that this compares veryfavorably with
the traditional standard apartment in the Grand Rapids area.
Also keep in mind that standard apartments do not include
furniture as student housing does, nor are they located within
walking distance to the University or constructed with new
technology designed to save the student utility cost.
W e are also faced with the approximately double the
number of occupants per building. This therefore creates added
expense over and above traditional apartments. Just the amount
of labor to keep up with the additional repairs due to the extended
use of the buildings. In addition, most apartments do not ha ve the
security force that we must have to maintain a sense of viability
in the evening and off hours.
I agree that while on the surface it may look as though
these are enormous profit centers for the owners, but once you
dig into it a little deeper you will find that the product we are
providing which meets the needs of the student certainly equates
to the monthly rental rate. Just like any other investment, if we
were to provide an apartment that was "ultra plush" it would
certainly cost more to construct and maintain, and naturally the
rental rate would be higher.
Also, it would be unfair to the student in that the student
does not require plush living that would withstand the abuse of
one school year. I do want to point out, however, that when we
constructed our student housing, the Grand Rapids Press did an
extensive article indica ting that our uni ts were plush and were far
in excess of what the typical student housing is. I have included
two copies of this news article and have highlighted the ares of
pertinence. They point out the advantages such as reduced
energy costs, non-dormitory styling, second sink/work area in
bathroom, and built in desk study areas.
I would enqjprage you to publish this letter so that we
receive the opportunity to express our sideof this issue. Please do
not hesitate to contact me with any concerns or comments you
may have. 1 look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Grand Valley Apartments
David L. Fordon
Complex Manager
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Denim Day doesn't make sense
November 20, "Denim Day," students, faculty and staff
were encouraged to wear denim as a display of support for
homosexual rights.
As expected, many people showed up on campus sport
ing denim jean jackets and other denim clothing. Before
gay rights activists start jumping up and down and shout
ing about the success of their program, however, I hope
that they realize what "Denim Day" really showed them
- Nothing.
Many students wear jeans every day. Some have no
alternative, many students that I spoke to who were
wearing denim on Nov. 20 hadn't even heard about "Denim
Day."
Others forgot, or didn't feel like altering their
lifestyle in order to avoid the appearance of showing
support for a cause that they were pretty much apathetic
about
When one considers these factors, it is obvious that the
number of people who wore denim on Nov. 20 can't be
touted an overwhelming display of acceptance for the gay
lifestyle. I think that it is likely that just as many denimdad students would have showed up on campus even if
"Denim Day" would have been to show support for
Allendale's new zoning proposals. Not because the pro
posals are popular here among the students by any stretch
of the imagination, but because denim seems to be the
mainstay of the student wardrobe.
Gay rights activists, if they really want a true measure of
support, should pattern their programs after other success
ful organized displays of support which involve active
participation. An example of display that made much
more sense was when people showed support for troops in
Operation Desert Storm by wearing yellow ribbons.
A sudden thought... maybe whoever thought up "Denim
Day" doesn't want to know the truth. Maybe he or she is
afraid that the results of a true measure of support would
show that homosexuality, although politically correct, isn't
something that most people are comfortable with.

V

Brian Royston

FRANKLY
speaking
with Frank Buscemi

Well, It's about time!
So, I'm walking down the hall
on one of our many "Lake"
buildings and I hear someone
say, "I can't believe they're go
ing to spend all that money to
bring Bryan Adams and Mr. Big
here."
You can't believe it? I can't
believe it either. When I first
heard about it I said "No way!!
Well it's about time!"
We pay a student life fee, the
only problem is we don't have a
student life. OK, we get to see a
half-decent comedian now and
then and they do show us
movies every week except that
most of us have already seen
them.
Eric Martin, lead vocalist for
Mr. Big, stated at one point dur
ing the show, "It's been a long
time since you've had any rock
'n' roll here, eh? Boy you must
be starvin'!"
Starving? I'm famished! The
last time a semi-major act graced
this campus was in 1989 when
Chicago played. At that time 1
was a tiny, wide-eyed freshman,
looking for something to do. So
a large clan of us who felt that
buying a ticket to the show
wasn't the answer, 'cause let's
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face it, you can only stand so
many love songs, sat outside
the Field House and listened
to the show.
W e've got this huge multimillion dollar arena, right? So
why shouldn't we use it for
concerts, no matter how much
it costs? So if anyone thinks
that it was stupid, too freakin'
bad, you didn't have to go. I
did though and I have to tell
you, you missed a hell of a
show.
Mr. Big opened the show
with tracks from their first two
albums. When they came on I
was immediately into their
show, as Paul Gilbert (lead
guitar), Billy Sheehan (bass
guitar) began shredding the
intro to " Daddy, Brother,
Lover, Little Boy." Two or
three songs later, I looked into
the crowd to see a bunch of
lame-os standing there in a
daze, like they were in class or
something. Only to awaken
when poppy-love-sap-bal
lads- that-I-liked-before-theradio-got-a-hold- of-them ,
"Just Take My Heart" and 'To
Be With You" were played.
That makes me sick. Here's a
band with all the talent in the
world and no one knows any
thing except for their ballads.
So, I'm watching Gilbert,
guitar demigod, shred on his
axe and Billy, shred on his
bass and I'm headbanging and
Eric Martin is wailing out vocalsand PatTorpey isbashing
the life ou t of his drum kit and
I'm thinkin' to m yself,
"Ahhhhh, I'm headbanging to
Mr. Big - at Grand Valley!!!!!!
It don't get much better than
this!"
Man, can Paul Gilbert and
Billy Sheehan rip or what?

You ballad lovers really need to
get some culture. I mean, when
they played "Addicted to that
Rush" (it was the last tune of
their measly 45- minute set) I
went totally nuts. Once last
semester I listened to that song
20 times in one day. Itjustmade
me feel better, I needed a fix.
Then Bryan Adams came on
and even he ripped on
Allendale, man, that's funny
when someone from another
country rips on our lame town.
His set w as cool, I grew up
listening to his music and was
very impressed. But, man, did
Gilbert and Sheehan rip! I had
flashbacks to childhood... high
school...last fall... etc. I was es
pecially happy when Adams
and his band performed " The
Kids Wanna Rock." Quoting
the song: "That computerized
crap ain't getting me off and
everywhere I go the kids wanna
rock!" A song that speaks my
mind to the "T ," especially with
our local radio stations.
Adams performed for two
hours to the 5800 rock (and love
ballad) fans that filled our Field
Housecomplex. Everyone there
seemed , to enjoy the antics of
Adams and his band.
So all of you who said it was
stupid, too bad. I thought it was
e x actly w h at this cam pus
needed, especially with this
whole Allendale zoning thing.
We all mobbed and had a good
time, we were treated to a great
couple of show s and then
screwed up the traffic situation
in Allendale.
To all of the people who put
theconcerttogethera warmand
gracious thank you. To the
traffic control, security, set-up
crew s and everyon e else I
haven't mentioned, pat your
selves on the back, you all did a
phenomenal job. I commend
you all, especially all of you who
bought all those tickets making
it possible for future big name
concerts. Gilbert and Sheehan
are just ripping fools, aren't they
?
So, friends I'll be seeing you
next time, "I'm addicted to that
rush, addicted to that ru sh , ad
dicted to that rush."

How Confident Are You?
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Do butterflies attack your stomach whenever you speak before a group?
Can you confidently express your thoughts
and ideas? Do you have the nerve to ask you
boss for a raise?
Whether youfe speaking to one or one
thousand, a Toastmasters club can help you
speak clearly and confidently. At home or on
the job, Toastmasters will provide you with
the confidence you need to get ahead.
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Voices of
GVSU give
inspirational
concert

S ifts
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By Crystal Pettus

The Voices of GVSU, under
the direction of C ason ya
Carter, performed for a full
house on Nov. 21 in the Cook
DeWitt Center.
The Voices of GVSU, a
group which prides itself on
finding support in the Lord,
had a three-day workshop
with a director from Saginaw
in order to learn four brand
new songs.
Gloria Tate, assistant direc
tor of housing, was the very
en th u siastic MC for the
evening.
The Calvin College Gospel
Choir, led by director Scott
Davis, sang two songs during
intermission.
Some of the songs sang by
the Voicesof GVSU were "The

<-Or

PHOTO BYADAMCAAKOU.
Rebecca Crawford, perform s a piano p eicea tth e "New M usic from
GVSU" concert held ain the Cook De W itt Center.
Lord's Prayer," 'Trouble Don't
Last," and "Lord, Use Me."
Lyn Jackson, an audience
member, said that she enjoyed
the performance but that she
wished the performance could

last forever.
The choir is a very diverse
organization that frequently
puts on concerts simply for the
sake of uplifting the Lord's
name. Even though they are

about 80 strong, they encour
age all to join. If you are inter
ested, rehearsals are held on
Mondays at 6:30 p.m. in the
Calder Fine Arts Center.

African-American seminar
promotes cultural awareness
■

By Teiralyn R. Jones
Staff Writer

Wednesday, Nov. 18 in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre, the
Black Student Union presented
an African-American cultural
aw aren ess activ ity titled ,
"February Ain'tTheOnly Black
History Month." The topic was:
'Today's Black Youth, Where
Is Your Head?"
The keynote speaker was
N ashid Fak rid -D een , who
received a bachelor's degree in
psychology at Grand Valley
State University in 1978. He
received a masters of research
from W estern M ichigan
University and a J.D. at the
University of Baltimore School
of Law.
Fakrid-Deen is currently the
coordinator for the Minority
Student Affairs College of
Health and Human Services at

Ohio
Inivprcih;
Ohio State IUniversity.

How ironic, yet meaningful
it was to have a speaker here at
GVSU to a ro u se black
consciousness during a time
when
A fro cen trism
is
increasing and also the same
day that the autobiographical
movie "Malcolm X "premiered.
The program began with
poem s jand skits that were
recited and p erform ed by
students.
Fakrid-D een
spoke
eloquently, but confidently
about the sta te of you n g
African-Americans today. He
began with a brief lesson in
African-American history and
then emphasized the point of
seeking to become conscious of
who you are, a fatal knowledge
of self.
He explain ed how he
encou n tered
negative
exp erien ces
on
college
cam puses and co rp o rate
America, but didn't give up.
He channeled all the negative

things into something positive
and continued his endeavors.
Fakrid-Deen emphatically
expressed the need for young
African-Americans to critically
think and analyze everything
in their environment. He spoke
of the social
and economic
inequalities and biases due to
the
corru p tion
of
the
government,politidansand the
"moral fiber " of society.
He stated thatyoung AfricanA m ericans had low selfesteems, and they need to work

together to overcome them.
Once they learn to respect
themselves they can respect
others.
An invisible energy seemed
to be emitted from Fakrid Deen as he spoke.
The audience w as very
attentive as he inspired and
enlightene not only young
A frican -A m erican s,
but
everyone who attended.
At the end of the program,
Fakrid-D een
answ ered
questions from the audience.

By Stephanie Hollenbeck
Staff Writer

T h u rsd ay
night
the
P rom en ad e
Deck
held
musician/ ventriloquistTaylor
Mason.
This was the voice throwing,
piano playing comedian's third
appearance at Grand Valley.
Though there was a relatively
small turnout of spectators,
Mason was a good spirit right
from the beginning.
Mason brought with him a
couple of foam filled friends.
Romeo and Juliet kept the
audience in stitches with their

quick-witted sense of humor.
Mason dem onstrated his
ventriloquist skill by convers
ing with the puppets and the
audience. His talent allowed
him to throw in a male and
female voice, plus speak in his
normal tone at the appropriate
time.
Mason's ability didn't stop
here.
The
e n tertain er,
equipped, with a keyboard and
microphone, played short ren
ditions of the "Brady Bunch"
and "Flintstone" themes. He
added his own creative lyrics,
mimicking artist such as REM,
Prince and Aerosmith.

PHOTO BY ADAM CARJIOU.

Taylor Mason and his sidekick Romeo entertain GVSU students for a
third consecutive year.
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Ta ylo r Mason and
friends make third
visit to G VS U

P age 8
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Bryan Adams
Rocks

Mr. Big's lead guitarist, Paul Gilbert

T h a n k s fro m IFC
PHOTO BY ERIK HOLUDAY

Bryan Adams' unique and intriguing voice stunned the audience at Grand Valley.
By Stephanie Hollenbeck
Staff Writer

Grand Valley's Field House
was definitely no place for the
broken hearted Sunday night
as rock artist Bryan Adams
brought the house down.
A packed gym nasium
waited restlessly for the show
to begin. At 8p.mv the lights
were killed and Mr. Big, the
opening act, jumped on stage.
The audience immediately got
to their feet and cheered.
The w arm -up band per
formed for about 45 minutes,
playing their hits such as "Just
Take My Heart When You Go"
and 'T o Be With You." Mr. Big
did their job well, getting ev
eryone clapping, dancing and
just having a good time.
A fter their p erfo r
mance the lights were lit and
the stage was rearranged for
Adams' performance.
After what seemed
like forever for the anxiously
waiting crowd, the lights were
once again killed. The entire
house got their feetand cheered
at once. Bryan Adams was on
stage!
He opened with his
own version of Dion's "The
Wanderer." It was an appro
priate choice, considering
Bryan and his band have been
on tour for nearly two and a
half years.
Adams, dressed sim
ply in blue jeans and a T-shirt,
rocked Grand Valley with
songs form his recent album

Waking Up theNeighbors as well
as hits off his 1984 Reckless al
bum.
His hit "Kids Wanna
Rock" matched the attitudes
of the stomping, yelling, jam
m ing cro w d .
Everyone
swayed back and forth with
their Bics in hand during "Do
I Have To Say the Words."
And
of
cou rse,

"Ireally couldn't see a
thing but I could hear
just fine and that is all
that mattered. For
twelve bucks it was an
awesome show!"
Cathy Smith
A dam s couldn't get away
without playing his '84 smash
hit "Summer of '69" or the
fam ous Robin Hood song
"Everything I Do I Do It For
You."
Adams let everyone know
"There will Never be Another
Tonight" and hopped offstage
after and energetic one and a
half hour performance.
But Grand Valley
wasn't ready for him leave.
They screamed and stomped
until Adams returned for a
surprise encore. The singer
and his band, with the help of
campus security guards, reap

peared on a small rear stage
located behind the majority
of spectators. The artist could
now be seen by those who
w ere only able to catch
glimpses of him before.
"She's Only Happy
When She's Dancing," en
couraged a multitude of stu
dents to hop right on stage
with the band and dance
along. Before long, the entire
stage w as packed w ith
jumping, twisting, and clap
ping kids.
After a few other en
core songs, Adams gave a
gracious thanks and stepped
off stage, this time for real.
Adams' first appear
ance atGrand Valley attracted
people from all over. Accord
ing to Eastern Michigan University stu d en t,
Diane
Wagner, the show was great.
"Bryan Adams was awe
some. I thought the bleachers
were gonna cave in the way
everyone was stomping!"
Visitor Tonya Sinks
drove over three hours just to
see Adams. Evidently, it was
worth it. "It was great! He
was spitting on me 1 was so
close."
Even those who
weren't as fortunate to have
seats as good as Sinks still had
a good time. Student Cathy
Smith stated, "I really couldn't
see a thing but I could hear
just fine and that is all that
mattered. For twelve bucks it
was an awesome show!"

The Inter Fraternity Council would like to thank the three
Greek organizations that showed up at the meeting last
Monday night. Alpha Omicron Pi, Delta Sigma Phi and
Lambda Chi Alpha filled at least two thirds of the seats and
made the township panel recognize that there are people
opposing the housing proposal.
The township is trying to pass a zoning proposal that
would not allow rental housing in the rural Allendale area.
The type of people to which they want to rent is what they
define as a "family." The main problems the township has
with students is that they create more noise and keep later
hours.
The students are trying to fight this proposal because they
feel that it is discrimination and segregation. They would
like to see more students get involved and come to the
township meetings.

j

Thank you,
Mark Thom as,
Public Relations
Inter Fraternity Council

look to

AT THE MOVIES: Robin Williams spellbinds,
alakazam s over rest of Holiday Film Fare
By Beth Grienke
Entertainment Editor

Alladin
"A hh, Salah and good
evening to you, w orthy
friend. Please, please, come
closer. Too close, a little too
close. There. Welcome to
Agrabah, city of mystery, of
enchantment, and the finest
merchandise on the side this
side of the River Jordan. On
SaleToday. Comeondown!"
Thus, America is intro
duced by Robin Williams to
the best movie 1 have seen
thus far this year.
If I had a genie, I would
wish for a Christmas movie
with laughter, wonderful
snappy music and spectacu
lar, splendiferous visuals.
Fortunately for me and the
rest of A m erica, Disney
caught ahold of a genie, or
something like it, and made
the movie that many Ameri
can s w ere w ishing for:
Alladin.
The story of Alladin and
his magic lamp, with genie,
magic carpet, beautiful prin
cess, and bad guy has been
updated especially for the
Christmas movie season.
Robin Williams as the ge
nie is extraordinary! Talk is
already circulating around
trying to ring him up the fi rst
Academy Award for best
acting, even though his per
formance is in a cartoon.

The Sultan's evil Vizier, Jafar, gives his molting parrot sidekick, logo, a disproving glare in "Alladin"
Williams flies through a
multitudinous range of char
acters, jokes in Alladin, juxta
posed with his sweetness
spellbinding audiences of
adults and kids alike. He in
tro d u ce s
Dead
Sea
tupperw are, creates many
impressions of a variety of
stars such as Ed Sullivan to
Jack Nicholson, and even
sings songs such as "You Ain't
N ever Had A Friend Like
Me." This movie is definitely
worth more than just one
viewing to capture all of the
fast-flying humor and to savor
its magic and wonder.
If you already have not
guessed, I fell in love with the

--------------------------------------------------------------- .

movie Alladin on first sight.
See it soon, so you might, too.
EXTRA
N O TE:
The
soundtrack of Alladin in
cludes Robin Williams' voice
with some of his jokes and is
a fun addition to have until
the video comes out (and af
terwards as well).
RATING: 10.

Home Alone 2: Lost
In New York
Beth (with hands on sides
of head):
MAWAAAf l I I I I I I I I I l I H
Kevin is back and this
time the audience is as beat

’

Alice In Chains maintains
following with new album
B y Ja s o n O rzech ow sk i
Staff W riter

Singer L an e S ta le y 's
hauntingly whiny lyrics
take the listener through
the ups and downs of his
d r u g a d d ic tio n , w ith
Jerry Cantrell, Mike Starr
and Sean Kinney provid
ing thehard-edged m usic
w hich p u n ctu ates and
emphasizes the themes of
these songs.
S taley an d C a n tre ll
harm onize perhaps bet
ter than any lead and
back-up singers in the
b u s in e s s, g iv in g th e
songs on Dirt the same
unique sound as thosetm
Facelift and sep aratin g
further Alice in Chains
from their Seattle neigh
bors.
Although I don't think
this album is nearly as
good as Facelift, it is a
worthwhile effort. It may
not gain Alice in Chains
many new fans but it will
m ain tain th e ir e s ta b 
lished following, which
is all they need.

Bram
Dracula:

Stoker's

Beth: I just finished read
ing the novel "Dracula" by
Bram Stoker before the film
began showing in theatres. I
do like some of the changes
that Coppola's project has
from the original—especially
the humanization of Dracula
who in the novel is more of
just a monster.
The art direction in this film
is tremendous and appar
ently the product of much of
the high budgetof this movie.
For the looks alone, this pic
ture is worth lingering over.
Somewhere along the way,
however, Coppola lost his
cast. The eroticism, while
common to many of the
vampire lore, feels awkward
here.
I
did love watching this
movie but if you want to see
a p rop er treatm ent of
Dracula, try out the German
film Nosferatu, or the original
1931 Dracula with Bela Lugosi
that stands up quite well to
time.
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Since th eir d eb u t al
bum F a celift in 1 9 9 0 ,
A lic e In C h a in s h a s
m anaged to accom plish
a trem en d ou s feat by es
caping the com pare-andco n tra st scru tin y w hich
a i d e s h ave been using
in o rd e r to c re a te the
fabled f Seattle sce n e /'
W h ile
N ir v a n a ,
Soundgarden, Pearl Jam ,
Tem ple of the D og and
every o th er band w illing
to label itself a s g ru n g e
h a v e been lu m p ed to 
geth er into this Seattle
th in g , A lice In* C h ain s
has m anaged to m aintain
th e ir in d iv id u a lity as
sim ply a rock band.
A lth o u g h th e ir 1 9 9 0
single "M an in the B ox"
gained them m u ch noto
riety am ong both critics
an d f a n s , th e b a n d
m e m b e rs w e r e s o o n
o verlo o k ed w h en N ir

v an a took the ch a rts by
storm and focused atten
tio n on e v e ry th in g new
com in g o u t of the Seattle
area.
W h ile
N irv a n a an d
Soundgarden were riding
trem en d ou s success, Alice
In C hains released an in
con sp icu ou s, but excellent
e .p ., entitled "S ap."
T h e s in g le " W o u ld ? "
w h ich a p p e a re d on the
Singles soundtrack this past
sp rin g, rem inded listeners
of the origin of this band,
and paved the w ay for the
release of Dirt in Septem 
ber.
N ow they are nestled in
b e tw e e n P e a rl Jam an d
G arth Brooks a t num ber 8
on the ch arts and enjoying
a su ccessfu l rid e up the
ch art m ore in the fashion of
a ro ck band than a rock
band from from Seattle.
T h e a lb u m is d a rk ,
d re a ry , h eav y , in tro sp ec
tive and w ell-w ritten, but
it is an yth in g but catchy.

'i

up as the two crooks.
Kevin wins again, but the
viewer loses.
Well, it looks like I will be
"all alone" in this review.
And that pun is about as bad
as the movie. Itdoes have its
bright points (there weren't
any noisy kids in the theatre
when I saw the movie).
But toward the end, I actu
ally wanted to walk out of
this flick. In the original Home
Alone; the slapstick humor
with the two crooks was
funny. This time around, in
stead of being funny, the an
tics only looked painful and
sadly predictable.
The only warmth in the
film was supplied by the
scenes between the toy store
owner Duncan and Kevin.
Too bad more scenes could
not have been included be
tween the two.
"KEVIN WINS AGAIN,
BUT AUDIENCE LOSES."
RATING: 2.
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Local bands perform in Lowel
By Dawn Soelberg
Staff Writer
Four of Grand Rapids hot
test bands recently hit the
stage at Larkins' The Other
Place to entreat the audience
with heavy sound and free
spirit. The Nov. 14 show had
been in the planning stages
for several months. The Space
Brothers, Liquid Sun, Soiled
Betty , and Mustard Plug
were intent on making the
gig a success.
The
action
started
promptly at 9 p.m. with the
Space B roth er's doing a
lengthy rendition of "Mary
Jane." A large video screen
loomed over the band de
picting funny life scenarios
which seemed to groove with
the Space Brothers' judicial
rhythm.
Surprisingly, "Pictures on
the Ceiling," didn't draw
thousands of bodies onto the
dance floor. Some listeners
considered the green neon
light to be too bright. Maybe
it was to early in the night for
people too let down their
guards.
Despite the shyness, a
number of club-goers tapped
their feet or headbanged from
their chairs. There were roars
of encouragement as Pete
Bass broke into a drum solo.

By
the end of
"H ap p y H ip p y ,"
nearly three hundred people were in
atten d an ce. The
Space
B rothers
closed a smoke filled
set with "Bring It to
Life."
Whether their in
tention was to bring
it to life or bring it all
down, Soiled Betty
gave the concert a
heavy dose of thun
der. Singer James
Jacobs, resembling
a stationary Mike
Patton, let his vocals
do all of the walk
ing.
A fter a
tight
rhythm on "Feed,"
the lead microphone
turned itself off. No
one appeared even
minutely bothered.
G u itarist
Ted
Liquid Sun's "Birthday Boy" Chico Liceraga (on right) and bassist John Connors are holding a candle to their
Faber and Drummer
"mother" in the November 14 concert
Jason
Sw anson
as guitarist Colin Q i ve salu ted
slows, just longenoughtocatch
played a terrific little diddy
Next to perform, Liquid Sun
his ch eerlead ers with his
a mental kiss and Hanson and
while Jacobs went looking for
enjoys starting the show with a
bright
red Ronald McDonald
Connors were back instigat
the problem. This incidence
little anthem. With the amps
wig.
People gave paranoid
ing car crashes.
proved to be a blessing. It gave
turned up high the band jumped
sm
iles
as v o calist David
"Deep
in
the
Shade"
seemed
Jacobs an attitude necessary
into "D andelion/ Sandtrap."
Kirchgessener
villainously
to draw the most people onto
for promoting their new single
Guitarist Jim Scott wowed the
broke
through
a
filled dance
the floor. Liquid Sun has a
"Eden Enslaved."
Pudgy
crowd with his lightening fast
floor
singing
about
sweet po
method for sneaking 70s ret
Chuck's frontman Kevin Kearpeggios.
Give 'em the
tatoes,
Martians,
and 7-11
rospect into unsuspecting lis
ifer joined the spitfest on "Of
award for best special effects.
robberies.
Mostly
everyone
teners.
fend."
Vocalist Chico Liceraga held a
got
down
in
their
own
way to
As the last unit set up the
candle for the duration of
the
horn
section.
stage, much cursing, wailing,
"Mother." If the wax melted in
The Larkins' show repre
and
gnashing of teeth filled the
his hands the only evidence of
sented a departure for three
air. Unafraid, Mustard Plug
it appeared in his psychopath"Tannhausei". The story is
of the bands. With the excep
fought
back
the
insults
with
a
ing twisting which lasted much
about Venus and the minstrel
tion of the Space Brothers, all
timely spin of "Summertime,"
- knight, Tannhauser, who
longer than the candle.
of
the acts that performed on
complete with lights and yel
share in the enjoyment of sen
His groovy movements per
the
Nov. 14 are planning to
low jackets.
sual pleasure and revelry.
sisted in"Shiver." This song is a
increase
their out-of-town
Watching the reactions of
But Tannhauser wants to
killer. Drummer Erik Hanson
dates.
This
means the number
go home and rejects Venus
people unfamiliar with ska was
in conspiracy with bassist John
of
Grand
Rapids
shows will
when she tries to reawaken his
almost as entertaining as the
Connors race in heavy harmony
interest in her. Tannhauser
decrease.
group itself. Eyes bugged out
For three seconds tire rhythm
returns to Wartburg Castle to
his former love, Elisabeth.
Ashe arrives, a song contest
is about to take place and the
winner will receive Elisabeth's
hand in marriage. While oth
ers sing of pure and unselfish
love, Tannhauser sings to Ve
nus about carnal love.
Horrified, Elisabeth prays
for his soul and Tannhauser
rushes out to join the pilgrims
to seek absolution from the
Pope.
Tannhauser finally returns.
The Pope has refused him ab
solution saying that his soul
could never be reborn, just as
the staff in the Pope's hand
could never sprout leaves.
Tannhauser hears Venus'
F o r m o re in fo rm a tio n ca ll o r c o m e by:
singing but rejects her for
Elisabeth. However, Elisabeth
is dead and seeing this,
Tannhauser dies also. As the
1973 S o. D ivisio n (C o rn e r of B u rto n )
morning dawns, more pil
(616)241-6335
grims arrive from Rome, car
rying the Pope's staff which
B e n e fits in c lu d e :
To Q u a lify yo u m ust:
has miraculously put forth
• Be 18 y e a rs old.
leaves.
F R E E p h y s ic a l on firs t d o n a tio n .
Knowing the story of the
•Be in g o o d h e alth .
opera will make the movie
C ash fo r e v e ry d o n a tio n .
much more worthwhile
•P re s e n t lo c a l va lid ID.
because the story of the
opera and of the movie itself
•Flave a S o c ia l S e c u rity card.
tie in together beautifully.
For people who like opera,
didn't find the film visually
interesting, (more could
have been done), Meeting
Receive $15 per donation at a m axim um
Venus tells a good story and
is enjoyable to watch.
of two donations per week.

Video pick steps into opera
By Alice Reitsma
Staff Writer
(Meeting Venus, 1991,
directed and written by Istvan
Szabo (Mephisto). Stars Glen
Close (Fatal Attraction) as
Karin Anderson, and Niels
Arestrup as Zoltan Szanto.
Meeting Venus is a movie
about the difficulties of re
hearsing for an opera perfor
mance. It gives a behind the
scenes look at what goes on
before the curtain goes up.
The hero, Zoltan Szanto is
a conductor from Hungary
with an insecure self - image.
Szanto is in Paris to work with
Opera Europa. Heisexcitedly
nervous at the prospect of con
ducting for this famous opera
company.
Soon, however, his excitementtumsinto frustration. As
he tries to rehearse, the musi
cians leave because it is 6:00
p.m. and time is up. The pia
nist locks the piano so no one
can use it until the next morn
ing.
Union regulations and per
formers with blown-up egos
stand in Szanto's way of
achieving his goal: to put on
an opera with out embarrass
ing himself. As though things
aren't difficult enough, the fa
mous opera diva, Karin
Anderson arrives to play the
part of Venus, and makes
things more difficultforSzanto.
Of course, they fall in love,
and things become even worse
for Zoltan since he is already
married and several women of
the chorus and orchestra have
their eye on him.
The opera they are to per
form is Richard Wagner's
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ACROSS

P

1 Peak
5
9
13
14
16
17

13
Apportion
Ozdog
17
Friable toll
Fragrant wood
Saharan
Big name in
boxing
20 Views
24
23
23
21 Edges
133
22 “Thou art ready to
pardon”
23 Instance
40
24 Hoffman of
41
Hollywood
42
43
44
27 Keep in mind
45
43
31 Single
32 Middleweight
47
48
49
51
52
53
champ once
33 Mug filler
54
S3
34 — rule
56
(generally)
33
35 Hides
59
60
31
36 Relative
1
37 Politician:
© 1 9 9 2 - T rib u n e M e d ia S e rv ic e s , In c .
abbr.
AH R ig h ts R e s e rv e d
38 — Chinese
39 Duvaller’s land
ANSW ERS
41 Wages
9 Horse team
44 Fictitious
10 Nuncupative
i n r i B H ilQ
53551
45 Thought
11 Weardown
HHC1HLJ Q1ElDIO
46 City on the
12 Choosing-game
HBCIHUBHHHHLJHHQID
Amo
call
47 Ger. prison
DHI1B O B D H HHBUHH
15 Flat seeds
camp
18 Taut
□H U E! UHHU
50 Feeding stop
19 Seine feeder
UHUHDH HHHHQUOH
in the wild
23 Casals’
I VIH LIHCJU
□felLJ
54 Singer from Ky.
Instrument
HDUHEJ
56 Ballet wear
24 Couples
VIZI
57 Adoreeor
25 Like some
n
Taylor
stones
58 Singing Carter 26 Pundit
HfeJBHUH
59 Nipa palm
27 Incursions
vm inis
60 Saucy
28 Seasoner
□□H D
61 Villa d’—
29 Cream
□□H Q
30 Bridge call
DOWN
32 "The Prisoner
1 To boot
o f-”
2 Victory
35 Salad additive
51 Chemical
3 Three Wise Men 39 Must
47 Max. lass
suffixes
40 Shellfish
48 Track figure
4 Spring
52 Ancient Gaul
5 Isolate
49 Wire-haired
42 Accumulate
53 Rote of the
6 Oxllke antelope 43 Dutch cheese
film star
gridiron
7 Kid stuff
44 Headband
50 New Year's Eve
55 Opp. of 37A
46 Certain horse
word
8 Moray
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THE
WOODWORK
If anyone has a good system
for asking your parents for
money, let me in on it.
This is the way it usually goes.
You have no food, and des
peration to ease the hunger
pangs forces you to call them.
You have only one thought on
your mind, but you don't get
there right away. Firstyou have
to talk about everything but
money. Then as the conversa
tion is coming to a close, you
smoothly come to the clutch
w
i
t
h
,
'TJm...Uh...Mom...I...Um...Can
we talk about money?" I bet
parents put their hand over the
phone and laugh when they
hear us start to stutter.
A nyw ay, you m ake it
through it, and get a check in
the mail a couple days later.
Then it's off to the store.
If you choose Meijer, you're
in for a treat. Most Meijers
have those "greeters." These
people are usually very friendly
and, over the age of 86. I'm led
to believe that part of their job
description is to stop shoplift
ers. Maybe it's just me, but if I
felt like "borrowing" a toaster
oven, I think I could take her.
Just passed the greeter, you
get your choice of shopping
carts. You can take the larger,
rolling laundry basket, or opt
for the little red riding hood
picnic basket
First Stop-Food. I think any
grocery store adjacent to a col-
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lege should have two isles just
for college students.
Student Foods: This isle
would contain only the cheap,
fix-in-five minute foods. Tunafish, Mac & Cheese, chips,
Fruity Pebbles, microwave
burritos and all Chef Boy-ardee products.
Student Bevs: Coke, Pabst,
Goebel, Black Label, Blatz, Old
Milwaukee and Falstaff.
The end cap between my
isles should probably have
the condoms hanging on it.
When you buy condoms, don't
you feel like everyone around
is an Amish minister, and they
are watching your intent to
sin. O h .. .Well neither do I.
A place students should
never go is the meat depart
ment. If you buy anything
here, you have way too much
money. I was there (must have
been lost) last week and saw
some fun things. If you have
ever eaten pig's feet, report
yourself immediately. I think
someone needs to step in be
fore you decide to breed. An
other fun one was, "beef pet
bones." I won't even say it.
Have you seen how large
the "p ro tectiv e undergar
ment" section is? I have some
commercial advertising sug
gestions for these companies.
Depends: Well, I'm peeing
my pants. I'm glad 1 can de
pend on Depends.
Attends: "But George, you
pee your pants."
"Don't worry E th el... I've
got someone taking care of
that."
Serenity: "I feel so at peacenow that 1can pee my pants."
Reality: It's no secret. You
pee your pants. It's time to
face reality.
They really make these
things sound like you can just
goon with life as usual. Well,
when a baby falls on to its bu tt,
the d i a l e r m akes that

Malcolm X astounds
and mesmerizes
B y In sh irah S. Peaks
C am pus Life Editor
W e so c a s u a lly w ear
M alcolm X paraphernilia
w ithout knowing or un
derstanding who Malcolm
is or w hat he has done.
Those who have read the
Autobiography of Malcolm
X as told to Alex H aley,
can say they understand,
how ever there is nothing
like seein g the reality of
M alcolm X in m oving ac
tion.
The long aw aited m ovie
Malcolm X ,d ire cte d and
prod u ced by Spike Lee,
has alread y enlightened
m a n y p e o p le to th e
thoughts, beliefs, actions
and em otions of M alcolm
X.
In th e m o v ie p e r f o r 
m an ce s ta rrin g D enzel

p lastick y "b lap " sound.
Wouldn't the family notice
when Grandpa sits down at
the picnic table?
Usually when we go shop
ping, we don't purchase very
many items. This shopping
habit alio ws us to use the ever
so handy, Express Lane. I
think they need a big red but
ton for alerting the cashier
when the Bluehair in front of
you has too many items. It is
just psychologically impos
sible to stand in line without
cou n tin g oth er p eop le's
items, but you can justify it
when you have too many.
"Well, all the Spagettios count
as one."
When I was a freshman liv
ing in the dorms, we did some
strange things for entertain
ment: Friday night Siamese
fish fights, hall baseball and
even an occasional porno—
all right, three a week. Five
tops!

events and a profound
m e s s a g e . A s s ig n ifi
cantly as the m ovie be
gins, it stunningly con
cludes with a m esm eriz
ing eulogy read by Ossie
Davis.
This m ovie spectacu
lar is a m ust see for ev
eryone; the story is tre
m endously well-written
and w ell- acted. The a c
tors and actresses, with
their convincing perfor
m ances, vividly depict
the life of M alcolm X.
I highly recom m end
this film for everyone.
As this riveting 3 hour
picture ended, I left with
a m uch larger apprecia
tio n , u n d e r s ta n d in g ,
and adm iration for the
m an
th ey
c a lle d
M alcolm X.
Rating: 10

W ashington as the famous
leader, Spike Lee does a
convincing job of bringing
this H aley's novel to life.
T he d y n a m ic o p e n in g
calls attention to the injus
tices brought upon AfricanA m ericans in recen t years.
This film dispels many
m is c o n c e p tio n s
ab ou t
M alcolm X and leaves few
questions unansw ered.
The feature depicts a man
who is unsure in the begin
ning of his abilities to later
lead a nation of people.
The portrayal of M alcolm 's
struggles, religious tran s
fo rm a tio n , and life sty le
th ro u g h o u t L ee’s p ictu re
greatly discloses how these
exp erien ces m ad e him a
stronger man.
Malcolm X is a very pow 
erful and em otional film,
depicting many significant

could stay on the penny-horse
the longest. I held the record
with 30 seconds for some time.
Then, at long last, Phil Vandenburg rode it out. The whole
penny.

But for a while, we had this
fetish for going to Meijer and
testing the limits of human
embarrassment. It was like
riding a wild bronco in the
rodeo. We would see who

D ecem ber 4
E DD I E M U R P H Y
FROM CON MAN
TO CONGRESSMAN

_________ The

D istin g u ish e d
G e n tle m a n

D ecem ber 7 7
Tom Cruise Jack Nicholson Demi Moore

A FEW GOOD MEN

Studio 28 Student Prices (With C ollege ID)

$3.00

Thursday, December 10th at 8pm

Matinees
| Before 6 PM |

$4.50

Evenings
| Every Night! J

Downtown Kalamazoo, MI
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On sale now at all Ticketmasters and
the State Theatre box office. Charge
by phone at 616-345-6500..............

20 SCREENS • A LOEKS THEATRE
1350 WEST 28TH ST. • Ph. 538-8760
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Co-conference champion gridders close out
challenging season, earn many individual MIFC honors
By Sarah Stinson
Editor in Chief
Staring in the face of poten
tially their worst record in four
years and coming off two huge
conference losses, it would be
easy for most football teams to
write the season off and start
looking ahead to next year.
But not Grand Valley.
The Lakers carried a 5-1
record into the seventh game of
the season against archrival
Ferris. GV had already racked
up four conference victories,
atoning 1991 losses to Butler
and Saginaw Valley with 21-10
and 24-20 wins, and their only
loss was to non-conference
powerhouse IUP.
The Lakers' season, though,
was to take an ugly turn when
Ferris, who eventually finished
number one in the country in
scoring defense, came into Al
lendale as GV's Homecoming
opponent. Nothing went right
for the Lakers that day, and the
Bulldogs rolled over the Lakers
by a final score of 23-0.
Everything went wrong for
Grand Valley again the next
weekend as well, as an inspired
Ashland team embarrassed the
Lakers at home, 27-10. Head
coach Brian Kelly named the

Ashland game, particularly the
Eagles' 89-yard punt return, as
the lowest point in the Lakers'
season.
Things would not get easier
for the Lakers, as they had to
travel to Hillsdale the next
weekend to face the 8-0 Charg
ers.
The Lakers accomplished that
S atu rd ay , h ow ever, w hat
would have been difficult for
any team, particularly a slump
ing Laker squad. Junior center
Sean Mele commented, how
ever, "W e were coming off the
tw o losses to Ferris and
Ashland, and we also hadn't
won at Hillsdale in a long time.
We just went down there and
played with a lot of emotion,
and a lot of anger." Grand Val
ley took that anger and domi
nated the Chargers, coming
home with a thrilling 34-21
v icto ry o v er the stunned
Hillsdale team.
"W e bounced back from a lot
of adversity and we played a
step up against Hillsdale. After
losing two games in a row to
teams we should have beat, that
was really a high point for us,"
com m ented senior wide re
ceiver Todd Gesund. Headded,
"That game really made our
season. I think that the senior

class really made our mark,
and I hope that we'll be re
membered for our accom 
plishments in that game."
Gesund, along with the ten
other seniors, also helped to
carry Grand Valley to three
final wins on the season, to
finish with an 8-3 record.
Some other factors helped
in the final few weeks as well
to see that the Lakers attained
their original goal- a part of
the conference championship.
Butler knocked off Hillsdale
the week after Grand Valley
did, and those three teams,
along with Ashland, shared a
four-way tie at the top of the
MIFC at the end of the season.
Despite the evenness of the
league after 11 weeks, it was
only Ferris who received a bid
to the 16-team Division II
playoffs. They defeated Edinboro at home the first week
end, but were crushed by New
Haven last Saturday, 35-13.
Despite being looked over
for a playoff bid, the Lakers
finished the season very
strong, beating Hillsdale,
Wayne State and Valparaiso
by a combined score of 95-49.
They were certainly recog
nized in the conference for
their play, landing six players

Hirers struggle at jlalvin tournef
By Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer

up with the Knights.
- Calvin also benefited from
33 trips to the charity stripe
Inconsistent performances
While the Lakers only Went to
in overall shooting pencenb
thefree-throw lineeighttim es.
ageand reboundingby Grand
"The problem there is that
V alley 's m en 's basketball
w e haven't been stressing get
team has head coach Tom
ting the ball inside as much
ViBemure concerned w ith just
because we felt that we w erea
ohew eekleftuntBconference ; stro n g p erim eter shooting
play starts.
" ! team ," Vutemure commented.
; 4"Based on the way that we
"B ecau se we play a more pe
rim eter kind of gam e, w e
have been ptaying, we would
haven'tbeendraw ingasm any
like to rebound even w ith the
opposing team , and then we
a® fouls*.A good point of em
think we have a chance," Vilphasis fbr us is to get a better
lem uresaid. "W hen you get
balance between inside and
outrebounded, you have to
outside shooting."
make all of your shots to win,
D arryl G orm an and Brent
and :som ew hat surprisingly
W ich lab , w ho were named to
w e've been shooting poorly
the All-Tournam ent team , led
so far."
the ta k e rs offensively with 20
The C alvin Knights took
and 12 points, respectively.
ad v an tag e of the ta k e r s '
C en ter S c o tt U nderhill
problems last Saturday duricftipp^l':,in;:12f:
ing the. finals o f the Knighfc'
Thanksgiving Shootout and
grab b in g six
defeated GV 84-70.
rebounds.
The tak ers got in trouble
G rand V alley
early in the contest as center
dropped to 2-2 .
Scott Underhill and forward
o v e ra ll w ith
Brent W ichlacz each picked
the loss,
their third personal fouls b e - ' ' # G V 9U a d fo re
H alftim e.
C alvin
vanced t o ^ t f f
outrebounded the Lakers 24- ' fin a ls o f

W e d n e sd a y , D e c e m b e r 2, 1 9 9 2
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contest aridpuHed w ithinfour1
9 3 -8 4 on
ix ^ ^ p B ie ild S m a rit^
„.. yof the second half, thanks to a
The gam e al
m ost w as the
• . .. .
'■' % ihe frrsthalf, we played x; exact opposite
hard, but w e cam e out in the - o f the C alvin
secondhalf and played even - m atch -u p as
h ard er," V illem ure added,
theLakersshot
"But then they went to (Steve)
well from the
H tm dem ardlO uisJK noester
floor, 5 1 5 peracoupleof tim es inarow ,an d
ce n t,
an d
they increased their lead batk.
outrebounded
to a com fortable m argin." M ^ | ;VVabash 40-34.
Grand Valley, whrch shot ; . Follow ing a

cam e the 31-point perfor
m ance of W abash cen ter
Mike Cm kovich and pulled
aw ay for the victory, thanks
in large p art to the play of
Gorman and W tehtacz.
"Both them of played well
th is w eekend, esp ecially
D arryl," Villem ure stated.
"W ithouthim , w e m ay have
lost on Friday."
G orm an,on 12 o f !6 shoot
ing, led his team with 25
points, mne rebounds^and
five steals. W ichlacz added
24 points and six rebounds
In a winning effort
Grand Valley w as sched
uled to m eet w ith Aquinas
College a t the Field House
on Tuesday and then hosts
Grand Rapids Baptist Col*
legeon Saturday at 3,fl0p.m .

on the MIFC First Team for
post-season honors. Five
were on the offensive side,
including Gesund at wide r e
ceiver, seniors Brian Tazic and
Jamarl Eiland and quarter
back and runningback, r e
spectively, junior tackle Jorgen Gustafson, and senior
kicker Miguel Sagaro.
The lone Laker honored on
the Defensive First Team was
junior punter Matt Wengler.
Sophomore linebacker Rusty
Stone and junior free safety
Hardie Farr made second
team defensively, while se
nior tackle Todd Luczak was
honored on the offensive side.
Honorablementionsfor the
Lakers went to Mele, Todd
Bechler (OG, Sr.), Eric Thorn
ton (DE, Sr.), Joe Huhn (DE,
Jr.), and Dave Stachura (MLB,
Jr.).
Grand Valley State had
many question marks going
into this season with the loss
of so m any o u tstan d in g
players the year before. Be
cause of this, many of the
seniors this year were essen
tially first year starters, but
they definitely lived up to
Grand Valley standards.
Kelly com m ented, "W e
knew it would be difficult,
but it says a lot about our
team, and about our seniors
who stepped up, to accom
plish what we did this sea
son." He had special praise
for Tazic, who had backed up
Jack Hull for three years and
really came into his own this
year. Tazic had virtually re
written the Laker quarterback
record book by the end of this
season.
Though injuries are of
courseapartof football,GV's
accom plishm ents become
even more special consider
ing the long list of injured
Lakers throughout the sea
son. Dan Moorman and Jeff
Kubic were out for the year
even before the first game,
and Wayne Brown, Anthony
Evans, Eiland, Mele, Butler,
Bechler, and Stachura, among
others, were all injured at
various points throughout the
season.
As Kelly added, however,
"You don't learn many les
sons by losing. Even with all
the injuries and the tough
conference that we're in, los
ing is just not something we
accept well at Grand Valley."
With everything the Lakers
went through, even posting
the 8-3 record was really a
remarkable accomplishment.
Mele, who will bea co-captain
in 1993, along with Farr,
Huhn, and Stachura, adds,
"There were a lot of doubts
and questions abou t our team
at the beginning of the season,
but we just went out and
played as well as we knew
could all season. We always
played as a unit, not as indi
viduals, and didn't let any
thing hold us back from win
ning."
The huge amount of talent
on the team, coupled with the
Lakers' tremendous efforts
this season, shows that the
Grand Valley squad is
definitely well on the way to
where it belongs- among the
most elite teams in Division II
football.
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Lady cagers seek the right conbination
By Michael Amey
Staff Writer
Obviously, 0 and 3 is not the w ay anybody wants to
begin theseason, but that's just where the Laker women's
basketball team stands.
The season began on Nov. 20 at home against Wisconsin-Parkside, with the Lakers going down in defeat,
77**55.
Coach Pat Baker-Gryzb used a different starting lineup
against the Knights, as Shelley Ross, Amber Johnson,
and Jana Hines replaced Mary Beth Mount, Mary
Munsell, and Jill Bydalek.
However, the final result did not change as Calvin
downed the Lakers 75-63.
Grand Valley was in the game for the first eight min
utes until the Knights ran off four straight points to take
a 13-8 lead as the Lakers called timeout to regroup with
10:01 left in the half.
Calvin, continued to add to the lead as Kim Bartman
hit two three pointers to extend Calvin's lead to 19-11.
By halftime, Grand Valley trailed, 32-23. Part of the
reason for the Lady Lakers deficit has to be attributed to
the poor 28.2 shooting percentage in the first half, in
cluding missing all six attempts horn three point land.
The Lakers stayed with the Knights in the second half,
as neither team went on a run of more than four points at
a time, but it was not enough to overcome the Knights.
Thomas lead the Lakers scoring and rebounding with
19 points and 8 boards as no other Laker was in double
figures.
On Saturday, Coach Baker-Gryzb featured yet another
different starting lineup against the host team Aquinas
Saints, featuring two freshmen, guard Patti Schram and
Tiffany Belden at forward.
This new lineup could not do what the previous two Mary Beth Mount looks into the middle of the defense last week.
P hoto By E rdc H olladay
lineups did either, win, as the Lakers dropped a 69-62
loss to Aquinas.
Gryzb.
minutes left to play. After two
"I think I found the right combination on Saturday. We started
"W e lost, but we played
Aquinas free throws, and after
two freshman, and they both did a fine job," said Baker-Gryzb.
m
uch b etter," com m ented
a free toss each by Thomas and
Belden provided the Lakers with 16 points, with nine of them
Baker-G ryzb. She offered
Schram,
the
Lakers
were
once
coming on her three three-pointers.
praise for Thomas, Hines, Ross,
again within four, at 66-62 with
Thomas againled GV in scoring with 17, and in rebounding with
Belden, Schram, Munsell and
10
seconds
remaining,
but
time
13. Ross also proved to be an force on offense as she pumped in 11
Johnson.
and
opportunities
ran
out.
points.
"W e're still searching for
"We just didn't take advan
"W e finally had three players in double figures and we're
some
answers, but I feel a lot
tage of opportunities at that
turning the ball over less," commented Baker-Gryzb.
better after Saturday's game,"
point
in
time,"
Baker-Gryzb
Grand Valley turned the ball over 17 times against the Saints, an
added Baker-Gryzb.
explained. "We missed some
improvement from the 26 times in the opener against Parkside.
The Lakers have three home
critical
shotsalong
the
way
that
The Lakers led early, with their largest lead being six at two
games
this week, beginning on
we should have scored, and
points in the first half, 12-6 and 24-18.
Tuesday
night with a rematch
you look back on those and
Aquinas went up 29-26, but Belden tied it with a three with 7:24
against
Calvin.
Madonna Col
those cost you in the end."
remaining in the half.
lege visits the Lakers Thursday
"I
thought
we
executed
our
The Saints then went up 31 -29 and didn't let go of the lead the rest
at 7 p.m., and St. Joseph's Col
offense better, and we re
of the game, although the Lakers made a serious run at the end of
lege will be here Saturday af
bounded
a
lot
better
than
the
the second half that came up short.
ternoon at 1.
Belden pulled GVSU to within four with a three with two
first two games," said Baker-

a view from the

»Kodman is back and his production is down. But he leads
the league in tattoos.
•Forget Hearst (though his
6.7 yards per carry is impres
sive) and Faulk. Gino Torretta
is the Heisman winner in my
mind, despite the voodoo that
#1 teams don't sport winners.
He's got the individual stats,
he's played against top-level
competition consistently, and he
has posted a sensational record
while at the helm.
•What is the apparent corre
lation between hockey and
sexual assault?
•I would think that the NHL
Players' Union should be all
over the North Stars for releas
ing Dan Quinn.
•College hoops, finally! I'm
so sick of football and more
football. Spring training is only
three months away.
As far as an NCAA champion

goes, my front runner went
down in last week's NIT with
the injury to IU's Pat Graham.
The Hoosiers were my pick,
but now I'm inclined to lean
toward Kentucky. Mashbum
will be player of the year and
Pitino will have the 'Cats back
on top.
•How ironic that the career
of the great Lawrence Taylor
could be ended in the manner
that it did (through his body
giving out) following years of
teetering on self-destruction
through cocaine use, as well as
his infliction of the leg injury
that ended Joe Theisman's ca
reer.
•As I was watching the Notre
Da me-USC game, I wondered
with 25 seconds left, just what
Gary Moeller would do in the
event of a tie.
•If a certain sophomore big
man hits the books enough to
stay eligible all season, Gene
Keady will make the Big 10 take

notice again.
•I can hardly wait to see an
NBA commercial with Lloyd
Daniels of the Spurs warning
kids about the evils of drugs,
guns, and school - two of which
he participated in.
•I have a theory that Mike
Fratello is doing the Pistons' TV
color in hopes that Rothstein
will get canned, then he will be
next in line.
That line of power is not
unique to basketball, by the way,
as HOFer Lou Bourdeau came
down from the booth to pilot
my beloved Cubs way back
when.
•Mike Keenan's resignation
and subsequent reasoning
(missing coaching) are under
stood. He reminds me of a
young Woody Hayes.
•Hats off to Kenowa Hills
High School for a valiant run at
a state title, to Tom Klien and all
the other proud fans, and to the
GR Press guru Bob Becker for

devoting Sunday column space
to giving credit where credit is
due.
•Toronto goalie Felix "The
C at" Potvin is leading the
league in category after cat
egory, but don't compare him
to Patrick Roy just yet.
•Most think of BYU as the
quarterback factory, bu t Mary
land had three alums starting a
couple of weeks ago, the most
fam ous of which is now
benched.
•The CBA's Grand Rapids
Hoops are off on yet another
campaign following an up
graded media blitz. Does any
one other than companies buy
tickets? Tom Rubens is an ac
complished businessman but I
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Swierbut signs
letter of intent
with Grand Valley
By Brian Rutkowski
Sports Editor
Kellie Swierbut of West
C ath olic H igh School
signed a letter of intent to
attend Grand Valley State
U n iv ersity ,
head
basketball coach Pat Baker
Grzyb announced.
Sw ierbut, a 5-foot-7
point guard, is averaged
18 points per game to lead
the Lady Falcons to a 20-1
record in the regular
season.
"W e're very pleased to
have a player of Kellie's
caliber to sign for us for
the 1993-94 season," said
Baker Grzyb. "She can
m ake an im m ediate
impact for our program
at Grand Valley."
Swierbut is one of the
premier players in the
G rand R apids area,
winning All-City, AllArea, All-State, and AllA m erica
Honorable
Mentions last season as
well as being in contention
for this y e a r's Miss
Basketball in Michigan.
Swierbut says she chose
Grand Valley because it's
close to home. She also
feels th at she can
contribute to the team
right away.
Led by Swierbut, West
Catholic's Class B state
championship run is still
going strong, heading into
W ed n esd ay
night's
quarterfinal game.

will never understand why he
let Cazzie Russell (now in Co
lumbus) go.
•Mike Illitch's latest venture
is to revive Detroit Kronk box
ing. So where does signing
Cecil or acquiring some good
pitching rank? The proposed
Fielder swap would leave the
Bengals with the short end of
thestick. (Noticeldidn'tresort
to any cheezy tactics such as
the Tigers giving up an arm
and a leg)
•Will Riddick Bowe show
some maturity and discipline
to be boxing's needed ambas
sador, or will he fizzle like Mr.
Tyson? Worse yet, will he fight
at halftime of the Super Bowl

LOUNGE
— ^\J( 3)has R E -O P E N E D .'

F O R F V E R S U N . IN C
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0-3426 Lake Michigan Dr.
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Ta n n in g L o tio n a , A lo e tte C o s m e tic s

Happy Hour Daily
Mon-Fri 4-7 pm

• Wed All-U-Can-Eal
Taco Bar 6-8 pm

Ju m bo Pitchers

• Electronic DJ

< 3 .5 0

n.50

• Free Popcorn

4 0 7 2 L ake Michigan Drive 791-6001
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rintramural^ Ferris State slams grapplers at home
scoreboard
Pre-Holiday Basketball

Monday Night
Beer Light
Climax

39
27

Flying Piglets

58
37

Ignorant Iguanas
Bad Attitude

65

Fifth Year Freshmen

46

Defending Champs

77

The Runnin' Weeds

28

Too Hype
We Sink

82

Air Yoopers

57

Apathetic Mob

56

GQ Smooth

40

D. S. P.

18

38

Money II

60

Vanilla Wafers

33

Five Years Running

80

Flagellatbrs

32

AAA

36

B-Dogs Hoopers

28

Shakeproof

50

Two & Q

40

Too Hot Too Handle

56

A & R 's

47

Tuesday Night
Delta Sigma Phi

50

Fubar's Wrath

45

Staff Infection

59

Free Lessons

37

GVFU

53

Boltwood Boys

30

Caucasian Persuasion

40

Natural Selection

38

Ravine Rompers

50

Run 'n Gun

45

Dave Strejc battles out of a hold during a home match against Ferris State.

Triple Threat

55

By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer

Divers #3

39

1998

49

S.P.E.

19

Beer

64

Divers #2

32

Leroy's Boys
Chaminade

47

Premature Dribblers

41

Running Large

36

Apathetic Mob

54

45

TKE Red Devils

There were few bright spots
in the Laker wrestling team's
37-6 loss to Ferris State last
Tuesday.
Edward Felt, 126 pounds and
Mike Baird, 142 pounds won
their weight classes as Grand
Valley struggled against an ex
perienced Ferris platoon.
Felt at 126 pounds won his
match 2-0 while Baird at 142
pounds was the victor by a 5-4
decision.

IY F N
V 7 V ^L L > C |T|

BUY AND SELL NEED "CASH" SEE USI
GOLD. DIAMONDS. SILVER. TVs, VCRs.
STEREOS. RADIOS.SPEAKERS. VIDEO
GAMES. TOOLS. ETC. ITEMS HELD 1S
DAYS, aasfl tAKEL MCHJSAN PBiV£ IN
FABLES PLAZA NEXT TO VIDEO TYME

TANNING

Cenfef Raza

N EW M A N A G EM EN T!
Aerobics N ow Available!
Call for info
•

.
F lU *

Lakers will look to gain some
much needed experience at
Wisconsin Collegiate on Fri
day, as well as dual meets at
Ferris and Central, tourna
ments in Evanston, Illinois at
the M idlands Tournam ent,
Lansing at the MSU Open, and
Findlay, Ohio for the Marshall
Invitational.

rtC k'X

J r t °

GRAND VALLEY STATE
Sp e c ia l

univer sity s t u d e n t

"LO O K G O O D A N D F E E L G R E A T 1

NflN “

W e are o

record last season.
The Lakers will strive to re
bound from their defeat at the
Great Lakes Dual that will be
held at Grand Valley Jan. 29,
where the Lakers will battle Lake
Superior State, W isconsinParkside and Ashland Univer
sity.
Between now and then, the

*— c a l l
Located In Grand Valley Food

aU LB J

STANDALE QUALITY OUTLET

Coach David Snook com 
mented that they had gotten beat
but "did some things well."
With a total of five seniors,
the team is young and inexperi
enced and thus was exploited
by a veteran Ferris squad.
Due to the injured Terry
Davis, the heavyweight division
was forfeited. Davis is Grand
Valley's lone heavyweight The
150 pound weight class was also
forfeited.
Injuries and inexperience are
two factors that Coach Snook
must fight against after a 0-11 -1

PHOTO BY ERIK HOLLADAY

w ith ID $2.50 visit

p

e

n

4290 Lake Michigan Drive, KW

Grand Rapid*. Michigan 4950*

Pool Cues
<5rO Accessories

. . . __________________ ____ , /
v. ^
GOLDEN
TANNING

At

B

on

a n (J

Telephone ( 616) 453 -1 270

Located Across
from M cD onalds in
Standale
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Tanker men go 2-0, women split at Alma College meet
B y Jackie Fox

Sports Writer
The men's and women's swimming
and diving team traveled to Alma last
Tuesday fora meet against Alma College
and Grand Rapids Community College.
The Laker men were victorious against
both Alma (147-85) and Grand Rapids
Community College (128-104).
The lady Lakers came away with a
victory against Grand Rapids Commu
nity College, but lost to Alma College.
The women's team suffered due to the
loss of two divers to illness.
"W e knew going in we were giving up
26 points and that we were going to make
thatupduringthemeet" CoachNewsome
said.
Derek Beyer dropped 15 seconds of his
time in the 1000 freestyle with a time of
10-34.08.
The men's500 was a very dose race to
the finish with Beyer pulling out ahead by
one second in a time of5:07.99.
Mike Fultzbroke the team record for the
third timethisyear(pladngfirstin the 100
backstroke with a time of57.06.
Kevin Fortier picked upa first in the 200
l.M. in a time of 2:08.05.
The women's team had to raise the levd
of their performances in effort to make up
the points, but came up a bit short.
"Oneof the best racesofthemeet
was the women's 1000 freestyle"
Newsome said.
Julie Brookins improved 38
seconds in 113036, edging out two Alma
swimmers to place first
Amy Dipman swam her fastest
200 freestyle this season with a time of
2:11.08.
Inthel00breaststroke,'IinaHigel
took first with a time of 1:13.74 and
teammate Jenny Long placed third in
12133.
Grand Valley will host the Laker
Diving Classic, an all diving meet on

PHOTO BY DAN IRVING

CHEAP, from p. 1 4 ---------------------on Fox TV?
•If you're planning on
watching the "legendary"
A rm y-N avy gam e this
weekend, seek help now be
fore it's too late.
•A labam a's
Gene
Stallings should be the
hands-down choice as

The GVSU women's swim
team put in a great effort,
but still came up short
against a powerful NMU
team last week.
Wednesday, and then the
Lakers are off to Illinois
for the Wheaton Invita
tional.

.S'tuc/anX s, f a c u l t y a n d

/
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Cl
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expansion draft. The Rockies
were looking for instant suc
cess in acquiring affordable
vets and Miami went for the
long-term, grow th route.
Note the Marlins' heavy
interest in Latin players to
acquire an immediate fan fol
lowing in the area.

Collegiate Coach of the Year.
Finally, someone has allowed
fans to let Bear Bryant rest in
peace.
•The retirement of A1 Toon
marked a quiet end to a stellar
career.
•Colorado and Miami took
very differentapproaches to the

/
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Services
Standale Trading Company
Instant CASH. Buying and
selling Q ass Rings, Gold,
Diamonds, Stereos, VCR’s,
Sporting Goods, Guns,
Instruments, Leathers,
Tools, etc. Buy Back Option
available. We buy and sell
anything of value. Next to
McDonalds in Standale.
Tuesday through Friday:
11am to 7pm. Saturday
10am to 3pm. 453 - 4799

Is all it*costs to place a
PERSONAL or ORGANI
ZATION ad In the classi
fieds s e c tio n of th e
Lanthorn. Two dollars will
get you up to 2 5 words. 10
cents per word after that.
All classified ads m ust be
In the Lanthorn office, on
the ground floor of Klrkhof
Center. The deadline for
classified m essages Is 5
p.m. Thursday for the fol
lowing week's edition.

IfflBHgig
N1SHED
HOUSE $225/M ONTH
UTILITIES INCLUDED
CALL 453-5844

r*j iTil<*it4rVtj
tr«iiro ip
and women. Across from
Holland Knickerbocker
Theater. Center Isle Books
393 - 8090
Word Processing Services
- Term papers, overhead
transparencies and
resumes. 5 mins, from
GVSU in Jenison. 457 1903

Spring Break
$$$$ FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!!
Individuals and student
Organizations wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK,
Call the nations leader. InterCampus programs 1 - 800 3 2 7 -6 0 1 3

All people interested in Air
Band Pictures inquire at the
Lanthorn office, 895-3120.

Housing

Resorts

Roommate Needed:
One female needed to share
apartment with 3 others, for
winter semester. Can move
in immediately, and get
In D e c e m b e r. $i24.00/m o.
until end of April. Nonsmoker please. Call457-8551.

ROMANTIC GETAWAY!
Cozy log cabins on lake,
surrounded by forest. $49 $69 nightly. Includes
outdoor hot tub, boats,
canoes, and more. Traverse
City Area, Ellis Lake resort.
(616) 276 - 9502

Make $ 2 ,0 0 -5 4 ,0 0 0 + per month teaching
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Many
provide room & board + other benefits I
Financially & culturally rewarding! For
■92/93 employment program, call:

1 >1

International Employm ent Group
2-1146 Ext.. JS623
J~
(206)02-:

'TTY

For Sale

COMPUTER FOR SALE
Packard Bell "Legend 200"
Hard drive, 5 1 / 4 , 3 1 / 2 , disk
drive, color monitor, $550/
Best. 895-5908

|
|
_
■
I

SUMMER EMPLOLYMENT
Students Needed! Esrn $600+ per week in canner
ies or $4^000+ per month on fishing boats. Room 4
Board! Free transportation! Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary! Male or Female. Get a
head start on this summer! For your employment
program call: (206) 545-4155 Ext A5623

Clean, Not Ugly preowned furniture for sale,
Mostly living room
chairs. CHEAP!!
Call 534 - 0897.

Personals
Pica,
The Christmas season may
get rough, so don't forget I
love you. We can make it
through this one, and many,
many more.
_____________________ Cleft .
Sarah,
Thank you for a great
birthday and a fabulous
friendship. Your efforts for
my benefit are so appreiated.
__________________Love, Sara
Pokey, Pokey, Pokey
Pokey All day long.
Pokey, Pokey, Pokey
We sing the Pokey Song!
-Raw Burger
mmmm!

For Sale: Gorgeous sheepskin
sheerling jacket size 2 petite,
also white rabbit dinner
jacket with fox collars size 6.
Call 942-1371 and leave a
message

-ALASKA-

T

I

|
g
_
■
I

Love,
Tammy, Maxi, Gill and P.L.

GREEKS & CLUBS
Non-81op Air •(7) NKjMt Bo* •Tm m •Club
Diacounta •Kanalara ■Aedvltu* Proprani

CANCUN................

BAHAMAS...................
JAMAICA.....................
SOUTH PADRE.......
FLORIDA

........

fro m
fro m

$399

$409

from. $436
from

$469

fro m

$109

For !(•• broch^e call

Breakaway Travel
1-800-862-7325

(Dapoalta due by Daoambar IS)

R A IS E A C O O L

$1000

IN JU S T ONE WEEK!
PLU S $ 1 0 0 0 FO R THE

MEMBER W HO C A L LS!

No obligation. No cost.
You alio get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO just
for calling
1SO 0 P32 O 52A

E a t. 9 5

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

Tuesday
D ec. 8th
Free
Refreshments!

EB ER H A R D C E N TE R B O O K S TO R E
301 W EST F U L T O N • G R A N D RAPIDS, Ml 49504 • 771-6602

. Save 2 0 %

on
nearly everything,!* at
UBS and E b erh a rd
Bookstores!

(fro m 1 0 - 2 p m .)

*20% o ff everything except tobacco,candy ,
textbooks) stamps,and m agazines .

